
Shadow 871 

Chapter 871: Beautiful and terrifying (1) 

The scenery of Earth from space is very interesting. 

If one looks at it from above, one would see that there is a lot of spirals forming on the atmosphere of 

the Earth. 

One could see that some blocks of magma exploded up from the Earth and splash toward space before 

falling back into the atmosphere creating a showers of flaming rocks 

One could see also that there is a lack of clouds and one part of Earth is covered with golden hue. On 

that same part of the world, the space was torn apart. 

But it did not lead to any world channels or multiversal door, but instead the space that was torn apart 

possess only an ever grinding destructive force. It is void. 

Empty. It is not a door to anywhere. And it is not a space that one could piggybacked at. 

It is very beautiful. But to those in the surface, it is very frightening. 

But Earth from space looks beautiful and even mystical. Those spaceships that covered the Earth 

atmosphere also saw it. 

There were tens of thousands of spaceship surrounding the Earth. They link each other with a 

translucent shield that connect from one spaceship to the other. 

This shield is translucent but that does not mean one could phase through it. 

It is a seal. 

Technological advances that combine science and magic. 

Powered by one of the Authereum Ores that is found in abundance in the Orvanian star system, it could 

be used to weaken Laws of the universe 

These shield was put up so that the Demon King on Earth would not bring his fight to space 

In such a battle, it is actually more beneficial for such combatant with such destructive power to fight up 

there in space 

Because when these beings fight in space, at least the damage to the world would be minimal. 

But, the reason why the Orvanian kept those two combatant on Earth is because their commander 

believes that if the Demon king were allowed to go up into space, Azief, the only combatant on Earth 

that could fight with the Demon king would lose his home advantage. 

Sith’venar, the admiral of Intisar knows that for Azief to be equal to the Demon king, he had relied on 

the Will of the World and the home ground advantage. 

That would all change if the Demon King force his way out and flew into space. 

The Will of the World did not affect the Milky Way galaxy. 
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Sith’venar had noticed of course that even the Milky Way galaxy is having a little bit of energy that 

resulted in a Will forming for the Universe of the Milky Way galaxy. 

But that Willpower is newly born and would not be able to be as powerful as the Will of the World. 

The Demon King must stay on Earth. And for that reason, Sith’venar encircle the world with his fleet 

In the darkness of space, Sith’venar is looking at the battle from his monitor and he nodded his head. 

‘A truly powerful human’ a counter on the right side of the monitor showing the battle is measuring the 

energy emission that Azief produced with the sword strike and it nearly reaches the ultimate number 

that the counter could measure. 

He then got up and turn his head to look at the planet 

He is back at his deck, overlooking the open universe from the open anti shock resistant glass. His eyes 

narrowed as the triangle mark on his forehead is glowing 

He could see Earth from here, that big blue ball of planet…. expanding without stopping. He also has to 

take notice of this expansion as an Orvani 

He then gestures with his hand toward the central orb control and a holographic projection of the 

Universe popped up on his left. 

The holographic projection shows him the state of the Milky Way galaxy. He looks at it and he frowned 

‘Like I thought. This Multiversal Convergence is also affecting the galaxy.’ He then taps a few symbols on 

the keyboard of that holographic projection as information from Earth archives in the past popped out. 

‘Proxima B’ he said with a sigh 

‘The time dilation had effect Proxima Centauri. The solar flare is reversed. The radiation had been 

absorbed into the Multiversal Convergence. This is another change in time’ 

Proxima B is an exoplanet that is closest to Earth solar system which is 4.2 light years away from Earth, 

lying in the habitable zone of its red dwarf star, Proxima Centauri. 

Proxima B is 17 times more massive than Earth and a candidate for life. It used to have traces of life as it 

could hold liquid water. 

But it was destroyed in the solar flare. But because of the Multiversal Convergence, some of the Time 

dilation had affected the solar system and the red dwarf star. 

The planet is now returning back to that time before the solar flare. And that is not the only change 

around the Milky Way galaxy. 

With the holographic projection, he could saw the change in the galaxy, the unnatural expansion of the 

Universe and the rate of energy it climbs or coming down. 

This is the side effect of a Multiversal Convergence which is something the people on Earth would not 

realize unless they have sensing equipment strong enough and advanced enough to track these 

changes. 



It is not only the opening of doors between the multiversal parallel worlds or dimension that would 

attract some advanced civilization to conquer or fight or defend themselves against the initiator of the 

Multiversal Convergence but it also would affect the surrounding fabric of reality. 

It would create chaos. 

This is why Multiversal Convergence is not liked by any intergalactic civilization since it creates chaos 

and most advanced civilization would usually create Laws or regulation against traveling through time or 

space, or ripping space to go through the multiverse or parallel dimensions. 

This would not affect only one Universe. It would affect the others. The time that has been change 

would ripple through all the Universe 

The expansion of an entire universe. Such thing would defy the logic of physics and science. 

This is what it means to subvert the Laws. The Laws of Earth before was based on the law of 

mathematics. 

It is a world that consist of Laws of physics where the four main law of thermodynamics plays a part 

among the many other Laws of this world 

There is gravity. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website 

novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

And people could not fly just by reaching their hands up to the sky. They could not just ignore mass. 

They could not bend space and time according to their will and desire. 

They could not sweep clouds away, bottle disaster in a gourd, or shape the elements to whatever they 

wanted 

These Laws and this logical movement of the world according to these Laws made people believe that 

these Laws would guide them. 

Science then become humanity greatest path toward the truth. 

And they were not wrong. 

If there isn’t any external influence that appeared on Earth that change these Laws, science is without a 

doubt the way for humanity to progress. 

But the Supreme One, the One with Many Names, The One and Only had created many worlds and 

many universes and they all have their own Laws of their own worlds. 

They are a world of magic that shunned science. There is a world that is a hybrid, possessing the 

development of science and the illogical advancement of the study of magic. 

And Earth was a world that had no magic and their science while quite advanced, were not as advanced 

as many of the other intergalactic civilization that have mastered space travel 

With science one day, they would probably encounter these alien civilizations if their Sun did not 

explode on them first before they mastered space travel. 



They then would learn that science is not the only guiding principle of the world. This all would take 

time. 

Chapter 872: Beautiful and terrifying (2) 

But then they had the All Source. 

And all rules are thrown out 

Thus, this world now plays by a different rule. In normal event, some of the Earth laws still retain their 

original laws. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website 

novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

Some of them still adhere to the Laws of physics that is already embedded deep into the world Laws and 

operation of the world 

But when the Multiversal Convergence happens, that Law, the Laws that is the pillar of the operations of 

the world had been disturbed. 

Imagine a still unmoving peaceful looking lake being disturbed by a large boulder falling into it. 

The ripples spread out until it creates so many waves that the still lake you first saw is nothing like 

before 

The expansion of the world and the Milky Way galaxy should not be physically possible. Such event 

instead of making Earth bigger should have render it splitting apart. 

But that is not what happens. 

Instead, Earth Prime expanded to such a large size that if the size is being compared toward the current 

Earth, even tens of thousands of Earths is stuffed into the new Earth, the new Earth still have a lot of 

space left. 

And Earth is still expanding right now even as the Multiversal Convergence had ended and all channels 

of worlds had been disconnected. 

And the stars around Earth, the planets around it, the moon and the sun also changed accordingly. 

Their size also expanded to suit with the development of Earth. 

The distance between Earth and the sun, earth and the moon is still at the ideal distance almost like 

they did not move at all, almost like the expansion of the Earth is a lie and that this has always been the 

size of Earth and its surrounding stars and planets 

It was like as the Earth become bigger and slowly inches closer toward the Sun, the sun also grew bigger 

and move further away, maintaining the same distance as before. 

It maintains its original differences. The Earth becomes bigger. As such the sun also needs to become 

bigger to suit Earth needs. 

It is not only Earth that expanded. 

The Universe also expanded with that sudden surge of energy. 
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This change that defies logics and the Laws of physics could only be because of the All Source that could 

make anything in the Omniverse that was an impossibility into something that is not only possible but 

real. 

‘It is very beautiful and terrifying at the same time’ he muttered under his breath as he looks at the 

expansion of space around the entire Milky Way galaxy. 

He could see the stars moving backward from Earth as Earth continue to expand. 

That is also one of the jobs of the Orvanian. 

To make sure that this expansion did not erode the barriers of the Universe that separate from one 

universe to the others. 

There is a wall in the Universe. That is something that not many people on Earth knows about. 

Earth Prime might have suffered calamity but in the end, they would benefit from this disaster in the 

long run. 

If they could survive it. 

He then looks at another holographic projection that recorded the current detonation countdown. 

‘It is not going to be long now. This would help Azief immensely. This is the only method I could think of 

to help him subtly and make sure the victory favors him’ he sighed a bit thinking of the Demon King 

After all, the Demon King of the Seresian demon no doubt had made many space rips and instability in 

the multiversal channel by conquering world after worlds in the Multiverse. 

If not for the fact that the Seresian race home world dimensional frequency seems to be shrouded by 

some weird sealing energy, the Orvanian and many other forces of the United Intergalactic Alliance 

would have stop them. 

As such, he could explain it to the Five Seats later why he took action even though the job is complete 

As for the detonation countdown it is none other than the detonation countdown for the missiles that 

they have shot toward the Demon King. 

That missiles had accomplished one of its objective. 

It nullifies the aura of an Essence Creation leveler. 

Orvanians is after all one of the longest eternal races in the Omniverse. 

If they don’t have any defensive or offensive weapons, how could they have survived all those eons and 

epochs where people like Zeus, Odin, Ra, Osiris and many other powerful beings that reached the apex 

of power appeared? 

Of course, even Orvanians had to think twice if they wanted to offend creatures and beings like the 

leader of the intergalactic alliance. 

It is hard to have such measures against being that have almost unlimited power, drawing the energy 

from the source of the omniverse itself. 



But the Demon King is not yet at that level. 

As such, Sith’venar have ways to deal with such beings. 

The Five Seats of Orvan would have no way of rebuking him for this act. 

Sith’venar actually wanted to help Azief personally but the tear and the multiversal channel was closed 

before he could use it as a pretext to help Azief. 

One might not understand why it was so hard for him to interfere in the matter but any Orvanians that 

served in the armed force would understand the complication of doing something that is out from their 

obligations toward the Omniverse and the implication of such action and what it would do if they 

interfere in the workings of the matters in the Omniverse 

This is not the ancient epoch. 

And the Orvanians had long learned the problem with interfering too much with the general trend of 

time, the general trend of fate and destiny. 

The task of the Orvanians have always been to protect the Multiverse since the first time it was created 

because of Sithulran excessive desire for knowledge. 

It was a cruse by the Creator toward all Orvanians 

They were tasked to prevent the Multiversal Convergence and stopping it from merging too much and 

created a Multiversal Collapse that would then lead to an eruption of Reality Explosion. 

It is for this reason, those Time Lords in their home world Gailfrey sometimes clash heads with the 

Guardians of the Multiverse. 

Sith’venar did not see any Time Lords appearing in their funny teleportation hub here in the multiversal 

points of the Multiversal convergence. 

But that is because this task is under the jurisdiction of the Orvanians. 

But the appearance of the Speedster might prompt some Time Lords to come. 

Sith’venar must not interfere too much and made those Time Lords accused him of something. 

Those Time Lords would then say that he is breaching some Laws if he is caught helping too actively. 

With the missiles embedded deep into the energy stream of the Demon King, Hikigaya could implant an 

illusion, and giving time for Azief to charge his sword attack before bringing it down. 

But that is only one of the effect of the missile. 

It also serves as a tracker. 

This is a golden opportunity to break through the sealing of the Multiversal path that leads to the 

Seresian home world. 

Chapter 873: What would he do? 
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Sith’venar smiles a bit as he looks at the intense battle between Azief and the Demon King from his 

holographic projection. 

He shakes his head a bit and then look back at the monitor, seeing all kinds of numbers rising up. 

‘It would be impossible for him to kill that Demon King’ Sith’venar thought to himself. 

Azief wanted to cut down the Demon King and kill it. 

But Sith’venar knows better. Anyone that have reached Essence Creation level and above they all have 

some kind of methods to escape. 

In all probability, Azief might be able to inflict grievous injury to the Demon King. But that would not be 

enough to kill such a powerful being. 

And when the Demon King saw that he would not be able to take upon Earth, he would then retreat 

back to his home world. 

That missile would then be a locator for them to enter the Seresian home world and dragged that galaxy 

out of the pocket universe that they are so that it could once again be synchronized to the real Universe. 

This is the best case scenario for Sith’venar 

That is the plan that he had concocted after seeing that Demon King appearing out of nowhere and that 

is why he is not going back home just yet. 

For now, he would observe. 

He then averts his gaze from the monitor and keep looking. 

But then his eyes widened. A second later, his face turns solemn. 

‘This…is unexpected’ he looks at the current situation of the battle and said those words. 

But then his shock turns into a solemn expression as he saw something else and then he muttered 

‘What would he do?’ 

There is now a change in that battle. A change that Sith’venar could not have expected. And the 

subsequent events that happens next also shock him. 

Sith’venar could see the battle clearly. 

And what it means by clearly is that he could see the true battle without being obscured by the time 

dilation of the battle. 

For those on Earth, they would see the battle to be happening very slowly. But Sith’venar could see it in 

real time. 

As such what he sees shows what happens after Azief strike the sword and what the Demon king did 

after that. 

He only sighed. 



Then he turns back toward the many officers in the main deck and ordered 

‘Set the coordinates and travel inside the Multiversal Channel. We are going to the Seresian world to 

connect it back to the main Omniverse. Set off!’ 

He ordered as he sat back on his floating chair and look at the monitor, calculating the coordinates in his 

mind while also paying attention what Azief would do 

‘What would you do?’ he muttered that under his breath again. It seems something had happened 

toward Azief. 

But it doesn’t seem that Sith’venar is about to help for whatever it is that Azief is experiencing right 

now. 

Either he could not help, or it is pointless to help 

The Orvanians fleet is fast moving. 

The moment that Sith’venar gives his order, the officers all punch in the coordinate, anchor all the ships 

under the fleet towards that coordinate and quickly open up the Multiversal Piercing Engine. 

‘All systems are active’ one of the officers reported to Sith’venar. Sith’venar nodded and then he 

gestures with his finger toward the holographic control. 

The floating holographic control fly toward him appearing only a few inches from his face. 

He read the information and then he nodded. 

‘Send the orders’ 

One of the officers send the order through network and then a second later he reported to Sith’venar 

‘The other commanders are ready.’ 

Sith’venar nodded and then push the symbols on the hologram interface and then the space around the 

Intisar, seems to be trembling 

BOOM! 

A sound seems to break the vacuums state of space before the Intisar spaceship appears to turn thin, 

like the entire spaceship is being flattened by some invisible force 

But the spaceship itself did not explode or crack. 

It is like some kind of refraction of light and then like a light being shot, it moves forward and 

disappeared leaving the space to appears like it is a spring. 

The Faster Than Light engine was also used and the moment the Intisar spaceship disappeared, the 

other ships whether it be in the edge of the Milky Way galaxy, or those maintaining the encirclement of 

Earth above the atmosphere, they all were pulled by that light and also disappeared from the area. 

The encirclement of the atmosphere was to prevent the Demon King from escaping Earth. 



But now suddenly all of the spaceship of the Orvanians fleet seems to have abandoned Earth all of a 

sudden. 

Something had happened after Azief swing his sword strike. That is the most probable explanation. this 
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The Orvanians fleet has disappeared and is now heading toward the Seresian home world. 

What happen after Azief swung his sword down? 

As the Orvanians fleet went away from Earth, the space around some of the asteroid belts seems to 

contort and segmented itself into blocks before a flash of two lights come out from some small spiraling 

hole in that unstable space. 

These two light shoot toward Earth. 

In just one second, that two lights reached Earth. And the two lights turned into two figures, their entire 

body swirling with electricity arcs and Time and Space around them all wrinkled and kinetic energy 

blasted of around their entire being 

They both landed on some large continent far away from the battle between Azief and the Demon King 

These two figures had chosen the right place to land. 

One of them is golden, the other one is white. 

It is Will and his teacher. Will look at his teacher 

His teacher rarely come out in her physical form. She had long hair reaching below her neck 

Each strand of her hair seems to possess some kind of energy that disrupt Time around her. 

She is slender and thin and she was clothed in white electricity arcs that is contained around her. 

Her boots which is also constructed from the Speed Source seems to distort the space around her, 

causing the particles around her feet to undergoes change in mass 

There is a wound on her shoulder, and it is bleeding Source of Kinetic energy from it 

Will ask her, looking at her with concern 

‘Teacher, are you going to be alright’ 

She did not answer. Instead she looks at the distance and she frowned 

‘Your sworn brother…. would need your help later’ 

Will frowned. He understood that his teacher might have seen something. Speedsters are after all very 

connected with Time. 

She did not say anything else after that. But she looks at Will and then she flicks a wisp of her speed 

source and it envelops Will body. 



Will immediately felt a powerful energy entering each and every parts of him, rejuvenating all of his lost 

speed during the time he was helping his teacher closing the Multiversal Convergence. 

She simply said 

‘Protection’ 

Will nodded. Then she said again 

‘The Time Lords would be chasing me. So, I would not be in the altar for a while.’ Will is silent for a while 

before asking 

‘Will it be long?’ 

‘Depends on your perspective.’ She said and Will chuckles. It is a joke only speedster would understand 

Will then said 

‘Should I help?’ she smiles and simply said 

‘You are still not good enough’ Will did not feel offended. 

He knew the difference between him and his teacher so instead he just nodded. But then one though 

come to his mind and he look at his teacher and asked 

‘Will they chase me?’ 

She thought for a second and then she shakes her head. 

‘No. You are not good enough’ she said it again and Will chuckles as he understood. Since he is still not 

good enough, he is not a threat to the Time Lords. 

He only needs to be worried if he is good enough. That is the time where he needs to be worried. 

‘Teacher, are you going to Gailfrey?’ Will had never been to Gailfrey. But he had heard about it. Azief 

had his adventure. But Will also had his own adventure. 

Azief had met the legendary monkey born from the stone, Sun Wukong in his journey, gain the ten 

demonic creature that is controlled by the flute and Will had met the characters in the Omniverse like 

Wargod that is holding one of the Temple of the Savi’krian race and he also met a few Time Lords in his 

journey 

His teacher looks at the sky above her and said 

‘It is not time. And Gailfrey had the most Time related weapons in the whole Omniverse. I am not that 

powerful yet’ 

Then she added 

‘And while I do not like those sanctimonious Time Lords, they are not our enemy. They could be 

considered an obstacle. They are just doing their jobs’ Sighing, she said 

When you think of it, those Time Lords are also quite pitiful. Will did not say anything. Since he does not 

understand much about the Time Lords 



His teacher had always spoke about Time Lords and that he as a Speedster need to be wary of them. 

But she never got into details why he should avoid them other than the fact that Time Lords seems to 

hate Speedster very much 

Then she suddenly said 

‘it is time.’ She took a step forward and a light shoot toward the sky and disappeared in a blink. Time 

around the area returns to its original timeline. 

And Will is now alone in the area. He then senses the energy around the whole world and he frowned. 

He looks toward the source of this energy and his frown got deeper. 

He is looking at the battle between Azief and the Demon King and his feeling become turbulent after 

seeing it 

Like Sith’venar, even though he is not a Divine Comprehension leveler, because of his unique 

circumstances, he could also see the true battle. 

To many people of the world, Azief is still in the midst of fighting the Demon King. To those who could 

see the battle, the battle had already ended. 

This energy that is coming and waving all over the Earth is now spreading and is being absorbed by the 

Will of the world. 

He could see thunders and lightning splitting apart the Earth and roars in the Heavens and many other 

phenomena. 

He sighed 

‘How could my brother become this unlucky’ 

He clenches his fist and then he nodded to himself before saying 

‘I know what he would do’ and he sighed again. It is because he knew what his sworn brother is going to 

do, he is troubled. 

Sith’venar also saw what happened. But his question was “what would he do?’ Clearly this “he” in his 

word refers to Azief. 

But what does it mean when Will said he knows what he should do? 

The world might not understand. But those who saw the battle understand. 

Will knew what his sworn brother is going to do. He would usually not hesitate but this time his feet did 

not move. 

He looks at another corner of the world. His Speed Source could no longer spread to cover the whole 

world. 

It is clear with the expansion of the world, Disk Formation leveler could no longer act like before where 

their Divine Sense could envelope the whole world and nothing could escape their eyes. 



Even Will Speed Source is also affected by this change and he realizes that the world is still expanding. 

After all he sees it with his own eyes when he and his teacher was up there in the cosmos 

But he still activates his Speed Source, feeling the vibrational energy of the world, feeling like there is a 

string everywhere, connected and tangled and he tries to follows this tangled lines to seek his sister. 

But Will is not his teacher. He could not navigate through the chaotic energy that is spreading in waves 

all over the world. 

He could not sense whether his sister is fine or not. 

And so hesitated. He sighed and then he turns into a golden lightning that streaks against the waves of 

energy that is spreading all over the world. 

The world is expanding and he could no longer circle the world in just a few seconds. 

Now, it would take him some time. He run and runs, creating a streak of electricity arcs behind him. 

A flash of golden lightning is streaking all over the world. 

He needs to trust his teacher, he thought to himself before rushing straight to the direction Azief is 

going. 

Chapter 874: A lightning that fills worlds 

At the same time that this is happening, in the Mirror Dimension, the cracks on the edges of the sky of 

the Mirror Dimension is getting clearer and the impact of the crack is getting longer as one could see 

that there is light coming into this gray world of the Mirror Dimension. 

The people in the Mirror Dimension could see a bright light cutting upon the skies and created a 

powerful pressure all over the earth 

They could see space bends and waver like it is on the edge of breaking. The light exploded and cover 

every inch of the Earth. 

Even though they were not in the real world, they could somehow sense that these light were not just 

some simple fireworks but instead, each particles of light are a sword. 

It cuts and it severs. 

What it cuts and what it severs, is something that they probably could not understand with their current 

understanding. 

Most of the people in the Mirror Dimension is Pillar Forming leveler and the highest among them is 

Energy Disperse stage. 

They did not understand that when they reach Death Monarch level, they would be able to control Laws 

itself, the very Laws that constrained them, would be under their control. 

But even if they were not a Divine Comprehension leveler that had refine the energy and turns it into 

Laws, they could still feel that sharpness hidden in each of the light particles. 
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It is not because they all possess some powerful senses that they could sense the sword intent hidden in 

the light particles. 

It is simply because the power is so enormous that it could not be hidden. Each light particles are a 

sword. 

And this sword is about to kill 

There were some people in the real world that tries to see that sword strike so that they may found a 

path for their level. 

Some of them wanted understandings of the Laws. 

Most of these people are of course in Disk Formation. But they do not dare to come too close to the 

battle and they were not qualified to. 

The power and the impact of such strike is something that they could not endure with their current 

level. So they could forget trying to watch the sword strike. 

But the people in the Mirror Dimension could see it. 

the people in the Mirror Dimension have certain advantages that enable them to look at the light 

particles without worrying to find some place to run or teleported to. 

Because the damage of the real world will not affect them, they could see it clearly and could see it 

closely. 

Some people even fly to the gray sky of the Mirror Dimension to look closely at the mirror image of 

Death Monarch attack. 

In the real world however, those who could sense it did not have the leisure to observe and analyze the 

light particles. 

Instead, they had to quickly run away if they did not want to become some collateral damage in a fight 

between two divine beings. 

Those in the Mirror Dimension could all see the true power of Death Monarch clearer than anyone else. 

But even if they saw it, they do not understand it fully. It felt like they were missing something 

Some of the people looking at this magnificent scene even gulped in fear. Clearly they could not have 

expected that a person, one person could wield such power 

They saw the battle between divine beings today and they now understood one thing. 

Their life is truly cheap. 

If not for Lee Sangmin and his Mirror Dimension, it would be without doubt that the moment that strike 

is unleashed, there would be millions of weak leveler like them dying trying to withstand the pressure 

alone. 

If they were even remotely close to that area of the battle, they might not know how they die as that 

strike would disintegrate them whole before they could even defend themselves 



Even if they somehow see the strike in advance, and defend themselves, with their level, it would be like 

a mantis trying to stop a moving cart. 

It would be useless 

What else to spoke of all the children that did not even have the chance to level up yet? They would just 

be collateral damage 

Babies usually have some protection upon them by the World Orb but even that protection probably 

would be broken if it were to encounter such a powerful attack 

This power had almost surpassed the current load of energy that the world could bear. 

Those who look at this battle today, all have different thoughts. 

Some of them look at this battle, look at that sword strike and they clench their fist, feeling unsatisfied 

with their powerlessness and the desire to become stronger rose in their hearts 

It would be without doubt that someday, these young people who look at Death Monarch sword strike 

today would one day become someone in the wide world 

There are also those who saw the scene and resignation grew in their heart. 

They decided to give up contending and even thinking of making Death Monarch as their enemy 

These people are the people that do not look fondly at the domination of Pandemonium as the world 

number one greatest power and the almost absolute authority of Death Monarch in determining the 

world policy 

After all, not everyone that is sucked into the Mirror Dimension is the admirer of Death Monarch. 

They are also looking. 

And they are intently observing. 

Death Monarch is an enigma to everyone. His invincibility is always lauded. In every battle that he had 

participated in on Earth, no one had ever witnessed him losing. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you 
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When he falls under an assassination attempt by a mysterious person after fighting a great warrior of 

the Weronian race, those who saw Death Monarch being speared by a weapon, had all one thought 

God bleeds. 

Sharks were circling around Pandemonium. Everyone thought that would be the end of Pandemonium. 

But then Death Monarch returns. And they had another thought 

God bleeds but He did not die. 

To most of people living under the other six great powers, they all have heard how their factions and 

organization do not dare to make anything difficult for Pandemonium 

They also have certain dissatisfaction about this. 



the people of Pandemonium occupied most of the bountiful dungeons in the world and their 

organization usually did not fight for these dungeons if it were already claimed by Pandemonium. 

The dungeon of course did not enter the eyes of high ranking people of Pandemonium that have 

reached Disk Formation but for growing leveler like them who were still in Pillar Forming or Orb 

Condensing having a dungeon with powerful monster is beneficial for their speed growth. 

It is not because they themselves fear Pandemonium. They fear that person who is backing 

Pandemonium 

Why? 

Because they all heard how invincible, how powerful Death Monarch really is. 

But stories could never beat the real stuff. It is hard to visualize how strong Death Monarch is in stories 

and lore about him. 

But, today they now see. 

And they now understood why their leaders would find any other way to deal with Pandemonium 

except direct conflict with Pandemonium. 

Death Monarch is invincible on Earth! This is the strongest person in the world! 

Some of these people that watched this scene, some of them come from the Republic. Some come from 

the World Government and others come from the others seven great powers 

They all have different thoughts and feelings about Death Monarch. And that feeling is becoming more 

complicated as they are seeing this scene. 

‘How could anyone fight such a person?’ one of the spectator mutters to himself. They sighed 

And some of them knew that this era…even though it is hard to admit it, is the shining era of Death 

Monarch. 

They give up. How could a human possess such power to cut apart the world and bring down the sky 

down? 

As long as Death Monarch lives, Pandemonium would never fall. 

That is the thought of every other citizens of the other great powers in the Mirror Dimension as they 

look at that sword strike. 

The Mirror Dimension mimic the real world, like one would look into a mirror. 

the few differences other than certain thing that is reversed, like the direction between right and left is 

that the effect of the real world did not reach them. 

They could see in the Mirror Dimension how the thunders from the sky strike upon the world and they 

could see how each movement of Death Monarch created distortion in space around them, tearing it 

simply by just moving 



Behind Death Monarch, above him and below him, thunders and lightning strike upon the world like 

some kind of divine hammer resolving to destroy the world, 

Mountains exploded and forest were burned by tens of thousands of thunderbolts and lightning that 

accompanied it. 

But even though mountains exploded into debris as the large block of stones flew up into the air and is 

about to come down and large avalanche swept down toward them, all of these damages phases 

through them and did not harm them at all. 

Those who had reached Divine Comprehension could easily see that the Mirror Dimension is not so 

much as Mirror Dimension in that it also incorporated some illusion power 

As they look at the battle, some people are anxious. Because it slowly looks like the Mirror Dimension is 

about to crack. 

Some people are engrossed in watching the battle, but more look toward the sky above their heard. 

The grey world is slowly having some golden light enters into it and they felt fear. 

These golden light enter through the crack of the Mirror Dimension and then a sound shock everyone 

CRACK! 

The Mirror Dimension is on the verge of breaking! 

Chapter 875: All gather around 

In the real world, Lee Sangmin who is in another continent coughed up blood, as his entire body is 

trembling, his face is pale and the aura around him experience some disturbance, becoming thin that it 

could no longer deflect the powerful pressure of the world 

Warp was beside Lee Sangmin, holding his shoulders, ready to teleport if there is any indication that the 

danger is near them 

And he is also teleporting the pressure that is about to hit Lee Sangmin body to somewhere else using 

his abilities. 

It is not only physical thing that he could teleport. He could also teleport some intangible things like this 

pressure of the world for example. 

Of course he did not master it yet but this is a great improvement of Warp teleportation ability. This is 

the reason why Narleod is so hard to kill and why Warp is always beside him. 

As long as Warp is there, even Death Monarch would find it hard to kill Narleod. 

Of course, things might have change now that Azief had reached the Divine Comprehension realm 

Warp frowned a bit. 

Even though he had teleported the pressure around Lee Sangmin and himself, this did not mean that the 

pressure all lost its effect. 
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This kind of pressure that is not simply a pressure of might but a Willpower that seems to pressure the 

world is something that Warp did not understand. 

And the things he did not understand, he could not teleport. 

Laws and energy is different. 

Warp look at Lee Sangmin whose mouth is full of red blood. It seems that Lee Sangmin constitution is a 

little bit different than normal levelers in Disk Formation realms 

Or is this the price of creating that Mirror Dimension? He thought to himself. He shakes the thought out 

of his mind and then held up Lee Sangmin from collapsing to the ground. 

‘You okay?’ Warp asked. 

Lee Sangmin nodded 

‘The Mirror Dimension is crumbling’ he said as he looks at Warp. Warp frowned. 

‘It would be pointless if it broke now’ Warp simply said. 

Lee Sangmin nodded 

‘I know. But those beings are way out of my expectation’ 

He understood what Warp is trying to say to him. If right now the Mirror Dimension broke, then they 

have to withstand the pressure of Death Monarch and that Demon king 

And right now, from the looks of it, it appears like the battle is reaching the climax and no one is holding 

back anymore. 

If the Mirror broke, then Lee Sangmin is quite confident that those people would not be able to 

withstand it. 

All of their efforts would be pointless if the people that they saved in the beginning die in the end. 

Warp is silent for a second before he then said 

‘I don’t want to make this a pointless effort’ 

‘I’ll make sure that would not happen’ Warp nodded and then he looks back in front of him as Lee 

Sangmin is wiping the blood on the comer of his mouth. 

Warp is not able to confront Sangmin or help him right now when even he is in danger. 

No one knows what kind of impact that the attack of Death Monarch and the Demon King would do to 

the world 

He could only look vigilant. 

‘Death Monarch, I hope you would not overdo it’ Warp thought to himself. Lee Sangmin is still coughing 

blood. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website 
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Warp could see a wave of energy is about to come toward them. Without saying anything, Warp 

squeeze Sangmin hand arms and then they teleported from that area. 

At the same time, there is a golden light passing through the area where Warp and Lee Sangmin just 

teleported from. 

A large dep gash split apart the continent where Warp and Lee Sangmin was taking refuge. 

The entire world felt like it is breaking apart. 

On the other side of the world, however, when most people would fly away from the battle between 

Death Monarch and the Demon King, there is a group of people in the sky, flying straight toward the 

location of the battle 

Some of them rides their mount. Others fly on top of clouds. While some others just fly without any 

items 

They fly through the sky unhindered 

But now they found resistance. 

Wang Jian, Athena, Freya and many others who were rushing to the battlefield could also see what is 

happening in the distance and one could only imagine their shock as the felt the sky is falling upon them 

All the invisible molecules bobbing above their head suddenly nosedived. It was like mountain were 

smash upon them from very part of the space around them 

And a great pressure inundated them. 

‘ARGH!’ 

They all shouted at the same time as they quickly landed on a nearby land that is also being suppressed 

by some invisible force 

They could feel the space around them is vibrating in high frequency 

If there is anyone below Orb Condensing on Earth right now, they would suffer great injury even without 

doing anything. 

Before the expansion of Earth, all the oxygen, nitrogen and other stuff in Earth’s atmosphere has a 

whopping combined mass of five quadrillion tons 

And if that mass fell upon earth, it would mean that nearly ten tons of molecules, roughly the heft of a 

truck would drop on every square meter of Earth surface. 

Of course, if such thing happens before the Fall, every person on Earth would turn to mashed meat. 

But after the fall, humans experience drastic rise of strength that they could ignore such mass falling 

upon them. 

Disk Formation expert could even withstand powerful pressure of space and could dive down to the 

bottom of the sea while ignoring the deep sea pressure. 



A truck falling on them? People would rather worry about the truck than the people. But that is only 

relative to the Earth before 

The Earth had expanded during the Multiversal Convergence. 

Hence, one could assume that the Earth atmosphere combined mass have exceeded five quadrillion 

tons. 

As such, the pressure of the sky falling upon them is not the same as before. Not even Disk Formation 

expert could ignore such mass pressing down on them 

Azief sword strike cut apart some Laws that maintain the very balance of the reality itself. 

This sword strike of his is no only powerful in the physical sense, it also has certain mystical properties 

that disrupt the normal operation of Laws of the world. 

It cut. 

Everything that is tangible and everything that is intangible. 

This is what happen when a Divine Comprehension unleash their attack. 

If Disk Formation leveler could be compared to a walking nuclear weapons than a Divine Comprehension 

leveler could be considered a planetary destruction weapons. 

It is simple for them to destroys worlds. 

Their ability in commanding the Laws that they have trained in enables them to do many things one 

would called a miracle. 

They could control the elements of the world, changes Laws of the world that would affect reality itself 

They are basically akin to real Gods. 

Wang Jian, Athena, and Freya look at the sky from their position and they stop. 

They did not retreat. But they did not move forward either. 

‘Wait’ Wang Jian calmly said even as he is forcing himself to stand and not kneeling in the ground as the 

pressure around his body is building up. 

Most of his soldiers however had lied down on the ground, trying to disperse that pressure that is 

pressing them down. 

Some who had powerful physical body manage to stop at kneeling. 

But there is also some people that are able to stand other than the Three Generals 

There were only a few people that could stand most of them who possess powerful will and a powerful 

aura swirls around these people, trying to maintain the space around them from disintegrating 

But even though they could stand, one could see that there is a great pressure on them as their entire 

body seems to be trembling 



Wang Jian orders of wait is echoed by both Athena and Freya. They look toward that area and they 

waited. 

Athena and Freya both understand why Wang Jian told them to wait. Right now, they could not help 

Death Monarch. 

They would just be a nuisance. But once that strike fall down upon the Demon King, then that would be 

the opportunity for them to help 

Wang Jian is always confident of his lord. 

However, the gap between the Divine Comprehension realm and an Essence Creation leveler is an 

insurmountable gap. 

Only Death Monarch, who could do such an impossible thing of fighting such a demon with his current 

cultivation 

Wang Jian is confident that this sword strike would sue almost all of the power of Death Monarch. If the 

Demon King did not die after the strike, Azief would probably have no more energy to fight., 

At that time, they could help. It might not be much. But as long as he could help, he would help. 

It is just a pity that Wang Jian is not able to come closer. 

IT is not that he didn’t want to come closer. It is that he couldn’t. The pressure of the world is too heavy 

even for him. 

If he tries to move further forward, he fears that he would fallen into the ground. So, he could only wait. 

Waited for that sword strike to decide the battle. 

Chapter 876: That wind that breeze by (1) 

On the battlefield however, Azief did not realize at all, that most of the high ranking member of the 

military of Pandemonium is coming to him. 

He did not have in his mind the location of Sina. He did not have in his mind the thoughts about Sofia 

and Katarina. 

He did not think about the myriad living creatures on Earth. 

What is in his mind right now is only one thing. 

His sword strike. 

He could not afford to split his attention right now, not at this critical moment that would decide the 

fate of the world. 

The sword energy is charged by the essence of the world, the essence of the universe and a trace of the 

Omniversal energy swirling around the sword tip. 

On both side of that sword strike that is coming down toward the demon king a rare quantum 

fluctuation caused all the atmospheric particles on both side of the sword to split apart 
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Both side of that sword seems to experience a space vacuum. 

The sky cleared and the demonic sky and the skies of Time energies were also dispersed by that power. 

One could see the expanse of space and for a moment they saw the tens of thousands of spaceship 

encircling Earth up there. 

Oxygen were deprived from most part of the world, and there was a severe drop in temperature all over 

the world. 

The radiation from the sun rush down from space toward the earth. 

But a golden sky come to bear all this calamity that is about to come down upon earth. 

The flying creatures and the airborne insect all plummeted to the ground like rocks. 

Most of these airborne creatures is different from normal airborne creatures before the fall. The sudden 

loss of atmosphere would plummet all of them to the ground. 

That is quite amazing and very terrifying when one thinks of the kind of pressure needed to force all of 

these airborne creatures, form the large titanic griffins, to the flood dragons and to any other beast that 

would wander the skies and clouds to be affected by the pressure. 

for these airborne creatures they could even fly outside of Earth atmosphere so the reason for their 

plummeting is not because of the sudden atmosphere vacuum that was created on the two sides of the 

sword but because of that pressure 

The world eerily fell mute, lacking the air that normally carries sound. 

The oxygen deprivation would normally kill all humans if this were before the Fall. All the oceans in the 

world is boiling. 

As for the oceans, their top layers would freeze. 

But before that happens, they would boil. 

The reason for the sudden boiling of the ocean is the temperature of water goes up when the 

atmospheric pressure decreases. 

A new atmosphere is formed from the water vapor of the oceans that rises toward the sky. 

The atmospheric pressure need to reach about two percent or more before the boiling would stop. 

The pressure of the sky did not only pressure the airborne creatures; it also did the same thing to the 

people all over the world. 

And one of them is Sina 

Sina is already near the site of the battle. Her eyes are narrowed but there is a slight mocking smile on 

her face 

Her hair sways left and right and her body felt the vibration of energy around her and the slowly waving 

waves of power passing through her 



The artifact that she wore around her that protect her from the initial blast had already been destroyed. 

But right now, the blast that came after the initial one had been reduced around her area. 

probably because she is around the eye of the storm, the effect was not that impactful to her 

Sina did not possess powerful attacking abilities like the Three Great Generals of Pandemonium but she 

did have some advantages compared to the other high ranking members of Pandemonium. 

And it is that she had many items. 

Her job as the Alchemist had made her known many people who have all kinds of abilities. 

She had many pills to save her life and she had many items and artifact. 

But unlike some people, she did not brag about the artifact she had, preferring for people not to know 

too much about her strength. 

And because of that most people underestimated her. And those who underestimated her usually would 

lose to her 

‘If not for that items, I would not be this fast coming here’ she thought to herself as she still covers 

herself with some protective aura around her body that is protecting her from the sharp wind slash that 

is formed by the sudden disintegration of space. 

Just because it is not as powerful of an impact like those who were further, did not mean there is no 

pressure at all. 

She was using one of the enchantment items she got from Takashi, enabling her to teleport large 

distance by using chaos energy. 

She is looking up at the sky and seeing the sword coming down toward the Demon King. 

Almost all of the heroes and heroines of the world right now could see this sight of the sword slashing 

down. 

Everyone is running. 

They were running and flying far away as they could from the area of the battle. Of course there are also 

people like Sina and those idiots like the three generals. 

But Sina didn’t hate those idiots. 

What’s life anyway? And she almost wanted to laughed like Azief did. 

Azief is always full of theatricals and one liners. 

Of course, that trait is one that he developed over time. In the beginning, Azief was quite the talker. 

Of course he was not much as talkative as Loki but compared to he is now, he was much more talkative 

during those early years. 

But he changed. Sofia changed. And she changed. Maybe the only one that did not change after all of 

these years is still that Trickster of hers. 



She shakes her head a bit. 

She need to focus. This is not the time to reminisce. All of that thought flashed by in a second and she 

shut it down as quickly as she can. 

‘This is really out of the ordinary’ she mutters to herself as she is seeing that the sword strike coming 

down toward the Demon king appears to be in slow motion. 

But then it dawned on her. 

All of the attack between the Demon King and Azief actually happened in split second. 

Their movement is very fast. 

The sword strikes move forward in a speed that surpassed light. 

But, to those who were seeing the battle, seeing that sword strike, it almost appears that they were 

watching it in slow motion. 

It almost inconceivable that Azief and the Demon king would make play with each other and suddenly 

playing slow motion with each other. 

But Sina quickly understood the crux of the matter as she could feel the waves of energy that cracks the 

very foundation of reality itself filling the world. 

It is that which affects the perception of time of the attack of Azief toward the Demon King. 

like the stars, one could see its light on earth, but it already dead in the original position. Only the light 

reaching Earth millions of years after its demise. 

Of course, this itself did not mean that Azief and the Demon King has been fighting for millions of years 

and the image of their battle has now just appears. 

But it had certain feature of that, like some kind of refraction on the fabric of reality that causes this 

weird phenomenon. 

That is of course something that Sina had just guessed. But she is quite sure that her guess is not too far 

from the truth 

She is not one of the Order of Thinkers but this did not mean she is not knowledgeable. People would 

not call her a genius if she was dumb this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content 
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Sina narrowed her eyes, trying to see through these images of time that is confusing her. 

It is like the waves of time causes the movement between the two combatant fighting in that area to 

become slow when it is quite fast. 

Chapter 877: That wind that breeze by (2) 

Those who were not affected by this slowing perception of time in this world is probably only those four 

beings. 
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There is Azief that is slashing down his sword. 

There is the Demon King that is watching in shock as the sword coming down towards him. 

There is Jean shrouding himself with Time Shield. Even though he is far away from the battle, Jean 

knows distance is just an illusion for people of their powers. 

They could easily bend space and time to render distance meaningless. 

To a powerful being like the Demon King and Death Monarch, their battle would overwhelm the world 

He could not help much. Even Hikigaya only had been able to strike only one attack before he had to 

retreat 

Hikigaya had already disappeared turning into gaseous substance after pushing an illusion into the 

Demon King head. 

There were many things that happened before Azief swung down his sword down. 

There was that missile that nullify Laws around the Demon King, enabling the perfect situation for 

Hikigaya to come out and uses his Illusion laws to make the Demon King susceptible to attack. 

If not how could someone who just broke through to Divine Comprehension could send an illusion 

attack towards an Essence Creation creature? 

there is also the feat where Azief breaking the horn of the Demon King furthering the weakening of his 

powers 

There were so many calculations that happened during the fight that those who were not fighting in that 

battle would not understand. 

The high level battle between beings like Azief and the Demon King is this kind of battle. 

It appears like they just swing their fist and show off their destructive power when actually there is more 

thoughts put in each and every actions. 

A few second before Sina arrived at that area, Azief hold his sword and look at the Demon King 

And then the sword moves. 

Azief entire body right now is swirling with purple aura that seems to possesses some kind of primordial 

power of creation. 

The sword was swung down and destruction reigns over the world 

Life was sucked out from the world. 

Enormous life force surrounded Azief entire body propelling Azief power from Essence Creation level 

prowess to almost the middle realm of Essence Creation 

The sea creatures that comes from the other world and the sea creature that had existed since the Fall 

below the ocean where Azief is floating all turns to husk of bones before turning into ashes 



These creatures had even managed to withstand the boiling of the oceans and the sudden freezing but 

the moment that Azief swing his sword, even before the sword reaches its target, it killed all of those 

creatures 

When those creatures were killed, their energy, these invisible strand of energy nourished the world. 

It is the same principle when humans killed monster and got EXP during the early periods of the Fall 

On the other side of the world, all people are kneeling on the ground. They did not do it out of respect 

or fear. 

They were pressured by the tons of molecules of pressure that is descending upon them from the sky. 

Those who could stand amidst this pressure is only those who tempered their body to the peak 

perfection. 

On a continent far away from the area, there is a woman that is standing, trying to see the battle using 

her Divine Sense. 

This woman is the strongest woman in the world, Katarina the Ice Queen 

She also walks the path of perfection and as such, Katarina could stand 

She is a stubborn woman. 

But she is not a stubborn idiot. 

She did not fly again to Azief. Because right now, she knew, if she come, she would not help. 

Instead she would distract him. Before, she was not confident that Azief could defeat the Demon King. 

As such, she did not mind sharing difficulties together. 

But…now she is confident that Azief could defeat the Demon King. So she did not come. 

How could Azief not fall in love with such selfless woman? 

Most people only stay with you when life is good. 

Katarina however stubbornly wanted to stay with him in his most difficult moment. 

Because it hurts her heart more to see him in difficulties than it was seeing him in happiness. That is 

why, she did not say anything when Azief chooses Sofia. 

Yet, the moment Azief was in danger, she once again come to him, like a moth drawn into a fire. 

Whoosh! A cold wind blows and it blows toward Katarina who could see with her eyes how the ocean 

suddenly turns into ice. 

The surface of the sea freezes over. 

The world become cold all of a sudden and while this would be a problem to the others, it would not be 

a problem for her. 



Snows falls around her as there is ten patch of clouds above her head that is producing snow. And it 

slowly falls to the ground 

Twelve snowflakes floated around her. It is small at first but then as the snow gathers around these ten 

floating snowflakes and seems to be absorbed into it, each of the snowflake grew bigger until it is the 
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Katarina took a step and instead of moving forward, she moved upwards. 

One of the snowflakes flew under her and positioned itself under her feet as she steps onto that 

snowflakes and floated there 

The pressure of the world that is pressing down on her seems to have no effect on her whatsoever. 

Her eyes are shining bright and her long hair seems to waves elegantly, like she is enjoying a windy day 

This is probably why people called her not only the strongest woman in the world but also the most 

beautiful woman in the world. 

These twelve snowflakes floated around her and each of the snowflake is pointing in each of the twelve 

cardinal direction. 

The coldness around her were all absorbed into these snowflakes and as the coldness of space also 

come down from the torn apart space, it was also absorbed into the snowflakes as her aura is growing at 

an unprecedented rate. 

Her eyes are shining white and the patch of clouds multiplied. She is charging her energy. 

She knows she could not come near the battle area. Because she could not help from there. But who 

says she could not help him from this distance 

Yes, Katarina is still that stubborn woman. Just not stupid. 

She looks at the sky and there is a smile on her face, hidden by the snow that is falling. 

Then she raises her sword and she pointed it toward that place. 

She could not see him. But she could feel him. The place where the most concentrated energy in the 

world is right now…. that is where he is now. 

So, she pointed her sword there. The twelve snowflakes merge into one and then t turns into a sharp 

icicle. This sharp icicle is small. The size is like the size of a normal branch of a tree. 

But…it seems to gather a powerful cold aura of the world. 

And then she thrust the sword forward. That icicle then shoots forward with the speed of light as it 

pierces through all the waves of energy and is heading toward that Demon King 

At the same time, Katarina thrusted her sword, somewhere in the secret place in Pandemonium, Sasha 

is looking at the monitor, seeing Azief swinging down his sword. 



At that same moment, she pushes the button on the interface and from the twin towers of the Centre 

palace, the middle of that twin towers suddenly morph into a metallic surface. 

These metallic suffrages then shoot off electricity against each other and created some kind of an 

enclosed trapped environment for energy. 

In the middle of that twin tower a ball of light that seems to be crackling with electricity suddenly 

materialized. 

All of this takes only a few seconds. And then that ball of light shoot toward the coordinate that was 

inputted by Sasha in that secret room taking the shape of a bullet 

At the same time Azief swing down his sword there were many people, reclusive expert that did not 

show their faces, people; who knows Azief personally, people who did not what this world to experience 

another alien occupation, all of them help him in their own way. 

Thousands of people bonded by the same desire unleash their attack. 

These attack flew out and headed toward the Demon King! 

Chapter 878: Her complicated feeling 

The sky is full of colors. There is golden and green, red and black. The wind is harsh and the waves is 

turbulent and wild. The world is experiencing tremor every second and one could feel the pressure of 

Earth pressing down slowly toward the ground 

Destruction seems to loom ahead. There is a woman in Antarctica looking at the distance. This woman is 

wearing a tight leather outfit that fits her and her body emanated sharp aura that repel the forces that 

forces her to bow down. 

But this did not mean that she could get up. Her eyes are as sharp as a sword and her will is strong. But 

her body could not resist the pressure 

Sometimes having only Willpower but no strength is not good. Death Monarch powers come from his 

strength and his Willpower complemented that. 

This woman wants to get up. She tired and her entire body is trembling. 

This woman long hair parted to the side, revealing her beautiful face. The more determined she is the 

more beautiful she looks. 

But the moment she got up she would be forced to come back down as another wave of energy sweeps 

through her 

The pressure that is coming on wave after wave from the Heavens is forcing her to kneel. This woman is 

none other than the Divine Archer Sofia. 

The situation between her and Katarina is like heaven apart. 

After all, Azief had taught Katarina the perfection path after she loses most of her cultivation during the 

event of the Mountain of Everlasting Love 
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Those who tread the path of Perfection could not be measured by normal common sense. 

How could Sofia who is only in Disk Formation could bear the pressure of two combatants who 

outstripped her in every way possible in terms of strength? 

Even Raymond is struggling to endure it 

She tried to get up and try to bring out her bow on her back. She wanted to aim her arrow toward that 

area in the distance. 

But even that is something her body is unable to do right now. All around her are the people of the 

World Government including Raymond. 

Even Raymond is pressured by that force. It is not shocking. After all, he is injured and he is not in the 

Divine Comprehension realm 

Raymond saw what Sofia is trying to do and he simply said. 

‘Don’t force it’ Sofia frowned a bit before deciding to heed Raymond advice. 

She sat down and tried to channel the pressure from the Heavens to disperse around her but the 

dispersal is slow. 

She needs to maintain the powerful energy around her body to channel that pressure away. 

It created some kind of protective layer around his body 

She gritted her teeth as her entire body is trembling because of that pressure. Raymond could 

understand her feelings. 

This is the feeling if powerlessness. 

He smirked helplessly. 

When he thought about it, he is also helpless right now. It had been a long time since he felt such 

feelings. He did not think he would feel it again after such a long time. 

Since the Fall, he had changed to become one of the most famous person in the world and occupied the 

number two seat as open of the strongest people on Earth. 

But these past few years……he had lost his motivation to move forward. Now, not only Jean had 

overtaken him, even Hikigaya had overtaken him. 

Now, he could not even be qualified to fight in this battle and was relegated to a simple observer 

He chuckles, feeling pity for himself. 

‘This is not good for me’ he thought to himself. He looks around him and there is many of the captains 

and commander that is loyal to him all trying to endure the pressure with their body and their energy. 

Those who are in Disk Formation had their Disk cracked. Those who are in Seed Formation suffers for 

their Seed contracting. 



Each one of them is full of injuries. Most of them was sustained during the battle between the forces of 

the World Government and the demon soldiers. 

And his mind also remembers of all those soldiers that died in that war. 

If he had been a little bits stronger…if he had been a little bit more resolute… 

All of this “if” possibilities enter his mind and he felt regret and dissatisfaction. He ignored the feeling for 

a second and look at Sofia. 

Sofia…she is still the same. 

Beautiful, he thought to himself. And there is a bit of smile on his face. Sofia could not be compared in 

beauty with Katarina. 

Most people would agree that the Ice Queen looks and the aura around her make her the most beautiful 

woman in the world 

But, beauty is always in the eye of the beholder. 

To him, Sofia had always been beautiful. Even more so than the Ice Queen. Sofia beauty blooms even 

more after the Fall. The stronger Sofia become, the more beautiful she is. 

She has flawless skin, a good proportion and all of the imperfection had been shaved off as she become 

stronger. 

Her hair is like silk and her face has that charm he just did not know how to explain. But, what attract 

him to her is her eyes. 

To him, her eyes is very beautiful. And he likes her smile. 

He likes her when he saw her smile. He remembers the day when they were adventuring together, 

resting on the edge of the Grand Canyon while sipping a few bottle of beer. 

Though, she wanted to drink some coffee. 

Raymond was quite perplexed by her quirk. Drinking beer would not get her drunk. But she insisted on 

coffee this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website 
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Maybe that quirk what makes him pay more attention to her. And by paying attention to her, he slowly 

develops a crush on her. 

Raymond did not understand at that time. It wasn’t until he once read the report by the intelligence 

agency that Azief likes coffee that he understood why 

But what got him, is always her eyes. There is just a certain brightness in it, a hope for life that he just 

could not ignore. 

Love is probably that simple. 

At least it was for him. He did not know her. He did not know her life. Did not know her past. But he saw 

her eyes and he falls in love. 



And he still is. 

He knows that she is with Azief now. And he knows how protective Azief is. It is not like he want to steal 

her away from Azief. 

That is not what he wanted to do. But he could not just shut off his feeling just because he wants to. 

And honestly? He didn’t want to shut down this feeling. He likes it. He likes loving her. 

In the past, before Azief and Sofia were official, he had confessed to her. She did not accept. And they 

remain friends. 

But she knew that Raymond still love her even though he always denied it with a joke or changing the 

topic when she breached on that matter. 

And she is still friend with him. 

Because Raymond had always respected her opinions. It would be easier to just break off relation with 

Raymond if he is some kind of a jerk. And Sofia knows a lot of jerk in her life. 

But Raymond was not. 

Raymond is one of the pure ones in the world. A man of his power and influence in the world, if its 

anybody else, they would force the object of their desire to be with him. 

But Raymond? The honorable one? 

How could he do such thing? 

He could do a lot of things in this world. But forcing people to love him? That is not something he would 

do. 

Raymond and Sofia did not spend years knowing each other. But their friendship is sturdy. Did Raymond 

hope that their friendship could become something more? 

He did. 

He would be lying if he said he did not think of it. But he knows Sofia feelings. And he never confesses 

his feeling to her anymore. Because he knows how that would make her feel. 

Some people could not be friend with the people they love. And Raymond in the past also thought he is 

like that. 

But then he knew that it would be harder for him to not be in Sofia life than he is inside it. 

It is ironic that you would only understand certain things only after you experienced it. He sighed looking 

at her, worried about Azief. 

Raymond is a shy person. At least he used to be. Most of his friends and most of his bully had died in the 

Fall. 

There are not many people that knows his past. 

Like Death Monarch, Raymond is also put on a pedestal. 



People elevated him to a righteous hero, a person with a valiant heart, shining his light of hope to the 

people of the world. 

He is the face of the World Government, the number two in the world. 

He is more approachable than the dark God sitting on the throne of Pandemonium. He is affable, he 

smiles and he could take a joke. 

Contrast that with the always expressionless face of Death Monarch and the fear people had when 

meeting eyes with him, one could understand why many consider Raymond as the antithesis of Death 

Monarch 

Death Monarch did not intentionally try to make people afraid of him. It just comes with the title of 

being the strongest. 

And Azief did not care much about how the world views him. He might care in the beginning but as he 

grows stronger, there is more things he does not care in the world. 

And actually the world benefited from him, not giving too much care. A god that does nothing, is better 

than a god who do everything. 

People do not understand that in the past. 

But when beings like Death Monarch appears, with each of his move could determine the fate of the 

world, many pray he would not move at all. 

The world shakes and the Heavens rendered when these Gods makes their moves. 

Let the world of mortals regulate the world of mortals and let the Gods fights among themselves. 

Because when these Gods cast their gaze upon the world of mortals, then the mortals are fucked. 

Raymond look at Sofia but Sofia look at the distance, with worry lines etched on her expression. He 

sighed. 

He felt a little jealous of Azief. But he cares more about Sofia happiness. Probably, that is why he 

understood why Azief sent her here 

In the middle of nowhere, far away from the impact of the battle. 

He then said to Sofia who is still trying to do something. 

‘he would want you to be safe. That is why he sent you away’ Sofia heard what Raymond said, but she 

did not say anything 

Raymond only bitterly smiles. 

She then nodded. 

‘I understood’ she said. But Raymond shakes his head and said under his breath, in a whisper 

‘You don’t’ 

Chapter 879: No one could help him 
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Sofia look back at that distant clouds. She saw the tears in the skies. 

Sometimes when she tries to look further, her senses are blocked by the chaotic energy that changes 

the properties of time and space 

She sighed deeply. 

She understood why Azief waved her away. 

Sending her millions of miles away from the battle. She understood why he did not want her there. 

She could not help him. Just like in the past. She had never been able to help him at all. And that 

frustrates her more than the feeling of helplessness. 

The fact that she had never been able to do anything for him. It is always him that does something for 

her and not the other way around 

She had the intention…. but not the ability. 

Even if she wanted to go back there, it would not be easy. That is a distance of a millions of miles. 

She understood it. But that did not mean she likes it. 

‘This feel eerily similar’ 

Sofia is feeling like that day again. That day, where the snow fills the world and she was there when the 

snow falls and the mountain appeared. 

It reminded her of the day when Katarina encased herself and Azief inside a mountain of ice, standing 

there for years to annoy her. 

She always hated that mountain. Even now, when Azief chose her, she still felt uneasy. Because, she 

fears that one day Azief would look at her and found her…. not enough for him 

And that would hurt her more. If Azief chose Katarina, that would hurt her. But it would not her as 

much, if someday, Azief look at her and he would then…. Regret 

That is not something she could handle. 

When she remembers that day, she had one thought. She should have been there before the snow falls. 

This time it is even more worse than that time. 

During that time, it was her timing that was the problem. This time, even though she wanted to go to 

help Azief, she is not qualified to. 

Her abilities could not match up of Azief and as such she is now forced to sit here on the ground, just 

trying to make sure that the pressure would not be able to hinder her from moving 

How could she help Azief with her condition? 

She thought of all this and she looks at the sky again. 



She wonders about the fight. And she thought of Loki and the news from Hirate that he was the one that 

bring about this calamity. 

For some reason, Sofia don’t believe that it is Loki deeds 

Everything seems to point toward some conspiracy. Knowing Loki, if he is really the one that did such a 

thing no one would find out 

But now Hirate is announcing it to all the world with his Psionic Sense that Loki is responsible for this. 

She would know if Loki were the one that created this calamity 

Because she was there with Loki fighting the demonic soldiers since the beginning. He would not have 

the time to do what Hirate said he had done. 

And then he remembers what Loki said to him about helping Azief. And she could easily draw a 

conclusion. Loki is doing this for Azief. 

Azief was the one that did all this and as such, Loki is trying to cover him up. 

‘This pair of brothers’ she thought to herself. Loki…. she never could understand what that Trickster is 

thinking 

There were many things inside Sofia mind right now. 

Now, that she could not do anything but wait, all of the thoughts that she had suppressed during battle 

is now once again swirling in her mind. 

She closed her eyes and tries to dispel the pressure around her body so she could at least hold her bow 

and pointed it toward the battle 

At the same time, she is trying to clear her mind from unnecessary thoughts 

She wanted to use the Slaughtering Sun Arrows. She is quite confident that one of her arrow is good 

enough to at least injured the Demon King a bit. 

But the thing is she could not even raise her body to even draw the bowstring. 

The ironic thing about all of this was that while the bow is quite powerful and so is the arrow, she 

herself is not that powerful. 

She knows that with her power she could not defeat the Demon King. This is a matter of the difference 

in realm 

But she could circumvent that using the arrow that she got from the artifact. 

With the arrow she is quite confident that she could harm the Demon King. 

This is why the world had always debated who is the strongest woman in the world. Is it Katarina the Ice 

Queen or the Divine Archer Sofia? 

Of the many candidates for that title, these two are the most obvious contender for that title 

Most leaned towards Katarina. 



But if Sofia uses her arrows, her real arrows and not some arrows that she conjured using her energy, 

she is without peer. 

Many people attributed her abilities to her weapons and not her own personal prowess. 

But right now, even if she wanted to draw the bow and arrow and shoot it toward the Demon King, she 

is not capable of it. 

She then musters more energy as one of her Disk cracks and she managed to free herself from that 

pressure for a second. 

She quickly drew the bow and the arrow. Raymond frowned. But he did not say anything. He waited. 

And then Sofia sighed and then put down the arrow 

‘You couldn’t?’ Raymond simply ask. 

She smiles bitterly and said 

‘I am too weak’ 

Raymond shook his head 

‘He is too strong.’ That was his answer. But the answer did not comfort her. 

‘I could not help him’ 

Raymond bitterly chuckles and he said 

‘No one could help him. If even Hikigaya and Jean could not help him, how could you help him? You 

would only endanger yourself trying to help him. And I doubt that he would want to see that’ he paused 

for a second before he said 

‘I don’t want to see that’ there was silence between them. 

The waves of the ocean in the nearby shores crashed against the land and the area that they are in 

experience more tremor and shaking 

The wind turns harsh. 

The other people of the World Government that is seeing the conversation between their Supreme 

Commander and the Divine Archer all pretend that they did not see anything and didn’t hear anything 

She is silent for a second before she said 

‘I should’ 

‘You couldn’t’ he replies quickly saying the same word again. This time it is a statement and not a 

question. She closed her eyes, trying to make peace with that this content of novelfullbook.com, if you 
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She sighed and once again opened her eyes and look at the distant horizon, hoping to catch a glimpse of 

Azief 

And she knew she could not make peace with that. She hoped she is stronger. But hope is not reality. 



She could only watch. And she is not the only one that could only watch as the world is breaking apart. 

Everyone could see and feel the power of that strike. But who knows it better than Azief himself who 

just a moment ago, had swing it down. 

The moment he saw Balfor Q’un opens his eyes, the energy that was gathered on the edge of the sword, 

the energy gathered at the tip of the sword formed an almighty divine power. 

It cracks the surrounding space and tore apart half the area of space around the edges and the tip of the 

sword. 

It rises up and pierce the layer of protection of Earth and went straight toward the planets around Earth. 

Like an endless flood, a powerful energy rises up toward the heaven 

The world energy rushed toward Azief in that moment. 

This sudden and almost instantaneous absorption from the world energy created a kneejerk reaction to 

the world as most forest in the world withers 

Azief is using the concept of World Cleaving Palm in his sword strike. 

So, how could it not be heaven suppressing and world shaking? 

The Six Path road inside the Wheel is opened and the energy that it brought out fills the whole world, 

accelerating the expansion of the world and even helping to fill up the World Energy. 

The Wheel above Azief head seems to moves quickly but also seems like it did not move at al. Time was 

reversed and subverted. 

The sword that is on Azief hand is not absorbing the world energy. It is plundering it, eating it like a 

glutton that was starved for a week finding food. 

And it is trembling like it is being happy. 

It is cutting the Laws of the world and is absorbing a lot of death aura all over the world. 

But while in the past this skill cut the world energy and force it to a corner, this time Azief had more 

control of this skill. 

He is more proficient in it and as such, he could control what he cuts and he could direct it easily 

The Source of the energy that he cuts is none other than the demonic aura of the Demon King. 

That is what he did when he charged the sword before he pointed it down toward the Demon King 

That is what he did when Hikigaya bought him that two seconds. 

Azief from the very beginning had only around fifty percent chance of winning against the Demon King 

That is because he still has many things he did not use. There is still the flute. There are the ten Eternal 

rings. 



And there is still the fact that if he wanted to, he could step through the door and become an Essene 

Creation leveler. 

But he had to do it by abandoning the Perfection Path 

That is why he estimated he had fifty percent chance of winning against the Demon King 

But he increases that percentage by adding many helpers. That is why he takes his time before. 

That is why he aid Hikigaya in breaking through. That is why he waited for the Orvanians fleet up there 

in the heavens to prepare themselves 

He had a plan the moment he suspected that there is a being more powerful than him, hiding in the 

dark. 

This is how beings like them fight. They need to fight in a condition where winning is the only possible 

conclusion. 

All of that is to raise his percentage of winning. He had to remind himself multiple times that he could 

not lose this battle. 

The sword cut and the sword cleaves. The essence of sword and saber is unified in that sword strike. 

It is grinding against the demonic sky and the demonic aura, weakening the Demon King even further 

The World Cleaving skill is now ready to be used on the Demon King! 

Chapter 880: The sword slash 

World Cleaving Saber when it is activated it cleave a world of its life. It is something that Azief had used 

when he was at Earth Thirty-Nine when he fought against the Normies. 

When he uses it at that time it forcefully plunders that world energy, cutting the world energy at its 

core. 

But now, that same treatment is heaped upon the Demon King. 

It grinded upon the Laws around the Demon King body, plunders his energy, cutting the Laws, creating 

disruption all over the world as these Laws were spread out and its energy absorbed by the All Source. 

Azief knows that the Seresian demon had powerful physical body. 

That alone made them a terrifying enemy but they also have the killing aura that acted like a layer of 

protection against their body. 

He had weakened the Demon King by breaking his horn. 

But Azief knows that it is not enough. 

As such, he needs to grind that killing aura that covers the Demon King body before he could inflict an 

injury powerful enough to kill the Demon King in one slash 

The Wheel above Azief head is showing the Blissful state trials where he got his World Cleaving ability 
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And the Wheel supply him with energy of the Universe. The worldly energy and the Universal energy 

both is pouring into Azief body right now. 

The sword on his hand felt like he is holding the universe. Like he is about to bring down the might of 

the Universe upon the Demon King. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please 
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He could feel his hand feeling numb because of that pressure of the sword. Even in that moment, he did 

not yet bring that sword down toward the Demon King. 

The weight of his sword increased by the second as all of these energies gathers all over the sword. 

The weight should have lightened now that he is in Divine Comprehension. But nothing has changed 

The weight is determined by the energy contained inside it. The stronger he became, the heavier the 

sword become. 

It is still as heavy as before 

One could argue that it is even heavier. 

Because this time, he did not simply wield energy, he wields the Laws of the world and the Universe at 

the edges of his sword. 

Laws that prop up worlds and maintain the fabric of reality could be weightless but they could also be 

the heaviest thing in the Omniverse 

It all depends on what the Laws is used for. Azief World Cleaving Saber in the past suppresses the 

Heaven and pressured the Earth 

But today, his strike split part the Heaven and bring down the Heavens falling. 

The Earth was suppressed and battered, the sea waves break the moment a simple wisp of the energy of 

his sword pass through 

The sea under his feet had turned into a desert and the deep parched ground of the sea depressed one 

hundred feet. 

With each feet of the ground that it depresses, the plate tectonic of the world seems to also be 

pressured creating earthquake that would make any earthquake before the fall pale in comparison. 

The sky all tear apart around the area of his battle. The Laws all went crazy. The Earth is cracking all 

over. 

The essence of destruction of the World Cleaving saber has now been understood fully by him 

The last time he uses this skill, he understood the destruction part of the skill. But he could cut apart 

worldly concerns 

But today, he understood it. Worldly concerns are mortal concerns. Food, life and death. That is the 

mortal concerns. 



But now, Azief had reached Divine Comprehension. He no longer has mortal concerns. the Worldly 

concerns also concerned the environment around him. 

They could not stop disaster as nothing is under their control. 

The things that are under their control is simply an illusion of the mind 

The order that they built could fall into chaos in any moments. Entropy is ever-present. 

But even that Azief could now control. 

He could control the environment around him to make sur he had control of his own life and death, of 

his own fate and destiny. 

Of course, this control over fate and destiny, over life and death is true, to a certain extent. 

One thing that is true right now is that Azief could now cut apart concepts and sever Laws. The World 

Cleaving skill had always had this kind of meaning. 

Each Laws could create an independent world. Azief would know. After all, he controls thirteen Laws. 

If he wanted to, he could scour the known universe and found some uninhabited planets and sow one of 

his Laws inside that world. 

For example, if he sows Worldly laws in that planet, that planet might evolve the same like Earth 

possessing the elements and become like Earth in the future. 

Each Law is and independent world. It is the Laws that propped up reality and determine the reality of 

those people living under that Law. 

Thus, the World Cleaving skill had always had this kind of meaning that it is not only used to cut worlds, 

but also to cut Laws. 

Azief is embedding his Law in the sword and the Wheel gives him purer energy as the Wheel is like a 

millet, processing the worldly energy, the universal energy and even the traces of Omniversal energy 

residue and directed it toward Azief body 

If not for that Azief would not be able to withstand such pressure of holding this sword. 

His skin cracked and seems to exploded before regenerating almost in an instant as Azief keep his grip 

natural on the sword grip. 

Purple mist is all around him, swirling and hovering. This purple mist seems to emanated an ancient 

pressure. 

This is the mist that is actually part of the Wheel. 

‘The Sky as Chessboard, The Stars Are It Pieces, Gods Do Not Care About Mortal Live, Carefree Roaming 

the Universe. Cut Apart Worldly Concerns’ 

This is the words that came into his mind. 



He then slashes down. All of this take time to describe but from the moment he raises his sword 

upwards, all of that happen at that instant moment. 

That is what precipitated the kneejerk reaction of the world, why there is so many unexplainable things 

phenomenon happening all over the world 

Laws were torn apart and space and time seem to rearrange itself in an unorderly manner causing the 

people to see different scene and causing some parts of the world to experience certain time dilation 

and time differences from other parts of the world. 

Even Jean with all of his ability focused on time could not stop this Time phenomenon happened 

because it is all encompassing and did not only affect a certain place. 

Balfor Q’un roars toward the sword. A powerful wave comes out from his mouth that causes all the 

golden clouds to explode into motes of light. Azief only smirks 

The sword cut apart the waves of that roars, silencing the roars, cutting the connection between the call 

of that roar from whatever dimension that Balfor wanted to ask help from 

The sword strike will come down on him and nothing would be able to stop it. 

Balfor is unresigned for things to end like this. This is not how things should have ended. 

Balfor Q’un just woke up from his illusion. 

He just savors the taste of victory. 

But the moment he opens his eyes, what he sees make his heart jolted in shock. It is like standing on the 

highest peak and the falling back down to the bottom. 

The fact stands that the illusion that Hikigaya had crafted for him is very useful. 

Hikigaya might only be able to strike at the Demon King once, but that is enough to change the course of 

the battle. 

Balfor seeing that his roars did not able to force the sword to break decided to look at the properties of 

the sword strike 

He saw the sword coming down towards him. But he saw more than just the sword. he saw the Laws 

embedded into it. 

He saw the Wheel that seems like a pressuring ancient primordial existence and he heard the sentence 

that was spoken before and everything seem to come full circle. 

The purple mist first envelops Balfor. Balfor thought even though the human had caught him unaware, 

he could still counterattack and defend himself 

But the moment that he tried to defend himself he realizes that his defensive layer of aura had already 

been grinded into nonexistence. 

The purple mist that envelops him is making sure he could not generate any protective energy around 

his body and the Worldly laws around him were all cut 



He could not even generate any energies 

It was then that he knew that he is at a dire strait. His eyes turn fierce and even as the pain from his 

horn being broken assaulted his body, he ignores it as he roars again toward Azief. 

That roar would be able to pulverize an entire mountain but it could not stop that sword strike from 

coming down. 

It is because at that same moment he roars, there is detonations of something happening all over his 

body that causes the Laws that he used to execute that roars to rupture. 

It was only then that he remembers the missile that was shot at him by the Orvanians. 

As Azief slash down his sword, the purple mist that is around him and around Balfor both exploded into 

motes of purple light, like an explosion of a supernova. 

DIE! Azief shouted in his heart 

The whole world was enveloped by that light. 

 


